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Vincent Devaud Dental Laboratory
State of the Art
By Troy Schall

Master ceramist-technician Vincent Devaud, CFC, MDT, grew

up in Switzerland, where his father was a nationally acclaimed artist,

sculptor and painter. His father passed on to Vincent both the appre-

ciation for fine art and creative talent that are the foundation for the

Vincent Devaud (pronounced as in "devotion") Dental Laboratory

today in Pasadena, CA.

"Artists like my father have always inspired me to consider the de-

tails of whatever I am looking at, and how these seemingly small and

meaningless strokes of the brush truly can make a painting extraor-

dinary in their presence," Vincent says. "This is natural and second

nature to me and thus, it is how I approach my dental prosthetic work,

always thinking about the subtle strokes of the porcelain brush I can

make that will deliver a truly extraordinary case for the dentist and

his or her patient. The goal is simply to aim for natural bio-esthetic

integration - this is what discerning patients are looking for in the

total package."

Staff members left to right: Pablo, Lorie, Jean, Vincent Devaud and Juan.

Vincent received intensive training as

a dental laboratory technician while in

Switzerland, through a challenging and

arduous four-year program at the renowned

EPSIC School of Dental Technology (far be-

yond anything available in the U.S.). Upon

completion of his certification, Vincent

advanced his skills further by spending two

years in Bern, Switzerland, completing

his mastership training. He expanded his

technical knowledge by utilizing his artistic

talents, emphasizing facial reconstructive

ceramic aesthetics.

Vincent moved to Southern California in

1984 and began by working in various dental

laboratories locally as he honed his skills.

By 1986, he knew that he was involved in

something special and was determined and

passionate to make a difference in dental

technology and became a boutique labora-

tory. Venturing into business for himself,

he promoted his skill as a ceramist to some

of Los Angeles' most prestigious dentists,

who quickly became believers in his talent,

his eye for aesthetics and ability to deliver

an uncommonly vital and natural-looking

restoration with predictability. Vincent grew

professionally under the influence of industry

leaders and mentors, such as Mr. Willy Geller

and others. His training began formally at the

dental practice of Dr. Charles Pinkus, known

as the "father of the aesthetic movement,"

and this solidified his personal philosophy

that art and science, with proper channels of



communication, must be blended to deliver the cosmetic results that

progressive restorative team must strive to achieve.

OPTIMIZING THE SMILE
"One difference in my laboratory work is simply this: While my

focus is comprehensive anterior aesthetics, since this is vital to build

the patient's confidence, I don't look at each case as 'another unit I

have to do,' but rather as an opportunity to change someone's life for-

ever," explains Devaud. "I truly look at each case that I fabricate from

a standpoint of 'what artistic maneuvers can deliver for this restora-

tion?' To achieve this, I use high -performance ceramic materials from

Heraeus Kulzer, with their Venus HeraCeram, commonly known as

HeraCeram and HeraCeram Zirkonia, and by translating proper shade

composition. Layering techniques of porcelain by brush will eventually

translate to natural tooth aesthetics, with the use of fiber optic glass

technology, optimizing the virtual balance of light."

Vincent has been a Master Dental Ceramist for over 24 years. At

his laboratory, he has incorporated all of his personal artistic touches

in terms of the facility's decor and "feel" in a historical and unique

two-story brick building in Old town Pasadena. As one enters, the

hardwood floor, mirrors and circular staircase tell the visitor this is no

ordinary laboratory (while waiting, one can read the kind of magazines

to be found in a high-end physician's office, like Yachting, Antiques and

Anti-Aging and Cosmetic Surgery, as well as articles by Devaud in scientific

journals). From the entry way, one can glimpse some of the bare brick

walls covered with prints of the work of French impressionist Matisse

and Picasso, as well as classic old posters from the early century,

and particularly some of his father's artistic works. As one proceeds

through the lab, its absolute cleanliness is also striking.

It is not uncommon for Vincent to travel, promoting teamwork

with dentists and their celebrity clients to ensure a perfect aesthetic

result. Also, dentists and patients are always invited to come to the

laboratory to discuss their cases and see a PowerPoint presentation on

the techniques and skills utilized by Vincent on large high definition

screens, increasing case acceptance and full treatment success. As he

emphasizes, it is not about competing against other laboratories, it is

about offering a complementary service at a time that only a few den-

tists and patients need. Recently, Vincent helped to create a beautiful

smile for Miss Lebanon in her preparation for the Miss Universe con-

test. Anyone entering his facility quickly gets the feeling that they are

in for a very high-end level oflaboratory service and experience.

ADVANCED TRAINING
"We feel it is important to offer the latest innovations in dental

technology and couple it with superior training of our technical

staff," comments Vincent. Referring for instance to computer-aided

design and milling, he says, "We are proud to offer innovative

restorative options to our clients, such as today's CAD/CAM res-

torations, porcelain veneers and complete implant services with

custom-milled abutments."

The key to Vincent Devaud's success is the high-level integration of technology with art.



THE HERAEUS
KULZER DIFFERENCE

The materials used to fabricate a high-end

restoration are critical to achieving the end

result that clients and patients involved with

Vincent Devaud Dental Laboratory have

come to expect. Devaud has selected prod-

ucts from Heraeus to ensure that he has every

porcelain and material advantage consistent

with the high-end skills he is blessed with.

"I believe that our technical skills far

surpass that of most other dentallaborato-

ries and I want to be certain that I am using

porcelains and materials that enable us to

deliver a noticeably superior product," en-

sures Vincent.

Heraeus' porcelains and ceramics are

among the premium materials on the market

and are specifically designed to be used on

various types of substrates, including today's

popular zirconia products, he says.

"Their porcelain is state-of-the-art, 100% pure synthetic glass that

features unique fiber optic optical qualities resulting in a very pure

and clear appearance," states Vincent. "Their ceramic systems, such

as Venus HeraCeram, possess a natural fluorescence and iridescence

that truly mimic human tooth structure. Additionally, we gain a real

advantage for the patient's long term aesthetic and functional result

made possible by the natural wear characteristics of this ceramic, it

is genuinely enamel-like in the way it behaves."

Vincent Devaud is truly setting a world standard for high-end dental

laboratory craftsmanship. As a section editor for Practical Periodontics

&..AestheticDentistry Journal, he is trusted by his industry colleagues to

enhance the abilities and image of those in his profession and he con-

tributes to other trade magazines. He is active in several study clubs,

retains a faculty position at USC for the Odontic seminars and also is a

visiting faculty for the U eLA Center for Aesthetic Dentistry, provid-

ing ongoing technical training for dentist and ceramists. Additionally,

Vincent is a well known lecturer at dental academies and scientific

sessions of various types around the country and abroad and will

be a featured speaker at this year's American Academy of Cosmetic

Dentistry conference .•

Vincent Devaud Dental Laboratory is located in a historic building in Old Pasadena, providing a
beautiful atmosphere for staff, doctors and patients.

Dentists can choose from two levels of service offered by Vincent.

Signature Level is the very best, with everything completed by Vincent

himself. Premium Level service is also available to dentists who want

very high quality workmanship from one of Vincent's several hand-

picked and personally trained technicians. These technicians have

been carefully screened and are on their way to becoming master

ceramists themselves.

"We believe in quality and not quantity. We would like to encourage

clinicians and later patients to interact in order to design the cases like

an architect, utilizing and combining the principles of engineering,

biology, medicine, art, aesthetics, light refraction and reflection. It is

all about the right final incisal placement in space, supported by the

right choice of shade. Like music it should be alive," says Vincent. To

achieve a natural aesthetic and functional result, one has to consider

the patient's age, health, skin tone and personality.

High-resolution photographic communication is important with

the patient and with each dentist. They are encouraged to e-mail

photographs compatible with the AACD accreditation guidelines.

As a new addition for 2007, Vincent offers dentists the support of a

personal case coordinator who works with each dentist and patient.

Live video-conferencing is also made available to introduce the patient

to the team members.

It is typical to start on cases by providing the dentist and patient

with a diagnostic wax-up. It is a "blue print concept" of what can

be achieved and serves as a communication tool, enhancing both

dentist-patient and dentist-laboratory communication. An indirect

or direct high-quality provisional restoration is fabricated to allow

the patient to "test drive" their new proposed treatment prior to the

final restorations. This enhanced level of service will dramatically
improve the outcome of the treatment and takes typically three to

four weeks to complete.
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